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As the Director of Training, Jeff was responsible for overseeing the
economic crime and intelligence analysis curriculum and training. In
this capacity, Jeff oversaw the planning, assignment, and direction of
NW3C training instructors and curriculum development staff. Jeff was
also responsible for grant management, budgeting, and resource
allocation.

As the Manager of the High-Tech Crimes Section, Jeff oversaw the daily operations of all cybercrime
related classes, curriculum, and personnel. Responsibilities also included creating partnerships with digital
forensic tool providers, scheduling of classes, technical writing, and grant management.
Prior to managing the High-Tech Crimes Section, Jeff was the Supervisor of the Internet Crime Complaint
Center (IC3), a joint partnership between NW3C and the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) in Fairmont,
WV. While in this capacity, Jeff was responsible for overseeing the tasks and analytical functions of
several NW3C analysts as it related to Internet crime investigations.
Previously, Jeff spent over ten years as a Training Instructor teaching financial crime investigations and
intelligence analysis classes to thousands of law enforcement officers nationwide. Topics included identity
theft, money laundering, security fraud investigations, link charting, crime pattern analysis, i2 Analyst
Notebook, interviewing techniques, and using social media/open source information for investigations.
Before he joined the Training Division, Jeff worked as an Internet Crime Analyst where he reviewed and
analyzed all Internet crime-related complaints and assisted local and state-wide law enforcement
agencies with criminal investigations.
Jeff currently sits on Advisory Boards for Marshall University’s Digital Forensic program and the
Cybercrime Support Network (CSN). Jeff is a Certified Economic Crime Forensic Examiner (CECFE). He has
a bachelor’s degree in criminal justice and a master’s degree from West Virginia University.

